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Significance of the Study
At present, there are many patients who go AY/OL from mental insti¬
tutions. Of these, some return to the hospital at a future date, volm-
tarily. An attempt to understand why patients leave the hospital on AWOL
status and return is important for many reasons. Their return to the com¬
munity frequently is not one that is optimal either for them or the community
at large, in that they, very often, are still in need of hospital treatment.
Adjustment outside of a structured hospital setting may be difficult due to
the lack of previous constructive planning with them regarding their return
to the community. The process of admission or readmission to a hospital
represents a financial expense to the institution. Therefore, patients
who leave irregularly and then retiirn increase the financial outlay that
might otherv/ise be used more profitably.
The Social Service staff at the Battle Creek Veterans Administration
Hospital, Battle Creek, IvtLchigan, considers investigation of this problem
area important. For this reason, and primarily because of ny own interest,
this research was undertaken.
A survey of the literature indicates that there are studies vjhich deal
with, or border on factors related to patients who leave the hospital through
irreg^llar discharge and are later readmitted. The term "irregular discharge"
refers to those patients who either leave the hospital against medical advice
(AlvlA), or those who are absent without leave (AWOL). Those who are listed as
AYfOL's are patients who either eloped from the hospital or are patients who
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did not return at the end of a leave of absence or trial visit duration.
William B. Tollen studied the type of patient who goes AiA or AY/OLj
why the patient leaves prematurely; and what preventive measures can be
undertaken.^ ffi.s findings are based on a study undertaken by the Veterans
Administration in which every veteran vjho left any Veterans Administration
Tuberculosis hospital during the month of July, 19h7> "was interviewed three
months after discharge by a Veterans Administration social worker. He fovind
that the divorced or separated patient was more likely to seek irregular dis¬
charge than any other; and that such factors as age, prior service work, and
degree of pathology were not particularly indicative. In many cases, the
reason the veteran gave for leaving irregularly did not coincide v;ith the
evaluation made by the social worker as to why he had left the hospital.
In 51 per cent of the cases, the social workers felt that one of the causes
was the pressure of factors originating within the veteran's personality,
while veterans recognized these factors as causes in only I9 per cent of
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the cases.
Iferry A. Vfilmer specifically studied the tuberculosis patient v^ho
3
leaves against medical advice. According to this writer, the AWOL group
is different in a number of ways from those who sign themselves out Al%..
^'Jilliam 3. Tollen, "Irregiilar Discharge; The Problem of Hospitali¬





Harry A. Wilmer, "The Tuberculosis Patient Who Leaves kM. from the
San Francisco City and County Hospital," Diseases of the Chest, Vol. XXVII
(June, 1955), PP. 597-623.
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He states that:
This is an important point, because to formulate programs to meet
the self-discharge problem it is quite possible that a number of
fallacies may creep into our thinking if one does not divide and
consider these two sub-groups separately.^
Although the latter writer’s findings are based on the type of patient
different from this study in terms of the priiiery disease entity, nany of
his results may be highly related to relevant factors in this sample.
One of his findings is that the self-discharged patients are multiple
offenders. In 37•! per cent of the cases the self-discharged group showed
a history of similar prior behavior. There vas a history of prior self¬
discharge in only per cent of the control group.^ He also found that
the patient who goes out against advice returns sooner and his disease
accordingly progresses more rapidly. The greatest risk of self-discharge
occurs within the first two months of hospitalization. Two thirds of all
the AWOL’s were gone within three months. As Tollen had found, here too it
was seen that the largest segment of self-discharged patients v/ere separated
or divorced. The number of children or siblings, however, did not statisti¬
cally differentiate the experimental from the control group. In patients who
went AWOL, alcoholic involvement was significantly greater than in those
patients who left the hospital against medical advice.
In a foll0P/-up study of neuropsychiatric patients done by Carolsm Z.
Anders, it was found that the majority of the patients who left the hos¬
pital AM^. had been hospitalized only a short time and were severely ill at




the time of discharge,^ More than ^0 per cent of the sample were later
rehospitalized.
Robert A. Boyer, in a study dealing Y/ith neuropsychiatric patients who
went AMA or AWOL, found that patients left the hospital because of one or
more of four general classes of reasons: "(l) fear of the hospital,
(2) boredom and restlessness, (3) family problems, and (h) difficulty in
p
establishing a meaningful relationship." He also found that patients suf¬
fering from personality disorders were more likely to leave the hospital
either AMA or AWOL than were patients in any other diagnostic category.
In a study done by Janet D. La Plante, the average patient stated that
he was leaving the hospital because he was dissatisfied with the hospital
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or treatment and that he planned on going to v/ork upon his release. This
struck the author as unrealistic since few of these patients had ever been
able to make a satisfactory adjustment job-wise. She found no evidence to
indicate that factors external to the hospital were of any significance in
precipitating the requests. In the nejority of cases, a specific frxistration
encountered in the hospital could be identified as precipitating the decision
to terminate treatment. Their low tolerance for frustration appeared to be
^Carolyn Z. Anders, "Patients Ifho Left the Hospital Against Advice,"
(Unpublished Ifester's thesis. School of Social Work, Smith College, 1952).
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Robert A. Boyer, "A Follow-Up Study of Patients Discharged AMA and
AWOL from the Psychiatric Unit of the Minneapolis Veterans Administration
Hospital from July 1, 19^^> to June 30> 19^9" (Unpublished Ifester's thesis.
School of Social Work, University of I&nnesota, I950).
3
Janet Dorothy la Plante, "Factors Influencing the Request forand Dis¬
position of AMA Discharges," Smith College Studies in Social Work, Vol.
XXVIII, No. 1 (October, 1957).
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one of the chief reasons for their entering the hospital, and leaving AFA.
liferlene L. f^elte feels that the main factors which seem to affect the
patient's desire to leave or remain in the hospital are his relationships
with his mother and wife; his previous adjustment; the degree of dependency;
the community's attitude toward discharge.^
Arthur N. Woodruff studied patients requesting AIA discharges from a
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neuropsychiatric hospital. This study is particularly relevant in that the
investigation was carried out at the Battle Creek Veterans Administration
Hospital.
He found that the patients in this hospital who request AI,lA discharges
are likely to be in their middle thirties, and more apt to be single or
divorced than married. They most likely had been diagnosed as schizophrenic,
probably had previously left the hospital AMA or A^IOL, and were recent
admittances. The witer observed that the majority of patients in the sample
appeared to be in poor reality contact, and their reasons for leaving as
well as their future plans seemed highly unrealistic.
Purpose of the Study
The puippose of this study was to arrive at those factors that were
relevant to the problem of why neuropsychiatric patients go AWOL and return
to the hospital.
^Iferlene L. Welte, "Factors Determining the Patient's Desire to Leave
the Neuropsychiatric Hospital" (Unpublished fester's thesis. School of Social
Work, Smith College, 1953).
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Arthur Norman Woodruff, "An Exploratory Study of Twenty-Seven Patients
Who Requested Discharge Against Ifedical Advice and the Effect of Social
Service Intervention upon the Requests" (Unpublished fester's thesis. School
of Social Work, fechigan State University, I956).
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In order to carry out tViis investigation, data were obtained through
a review of clinical, social service, and statistical records. These
records were in the Social Service Section and the Registrar's Division of
the Battle Creek Veterans Administration Hospital. The main data were
obtained through individual, personal inteivieTrVS with patients to be studied
and through a review of their clinical records. A schedule and an interview
guide were utilized.
Ifethod of Procedure
In this study, we dealt v/ith a sample of patients rather than the
population. Each patient who returned from A¥/OL status during the period
of August 1, 1952, to February 15, 1959j 'was listed by the writer. The
study consisted of twenty patients. Their names were obtained through a
daily check of the Gains and Losses Sheet. This sheet was published daily
by the Battle Creek Veterans Administration Hospital, and was circulated
to each service department. Only those patients who met the folloi';ing
criteria were included in the study:
1. Those patients who v;ere diagnosed schizophrenic.
2. Those patients who had been on A\TOL status for at least seven
days before their return to the hospital,
3. Those patients who returned to the hospital during the period
of August 1, 1952^ "to February I5, 1959*
The patients who fulfilled the above criteria fell into tf/o groups.
One group consisted of those patients v/ho had gone AWOL from the hospital
by means of elopement. The other group consisted of those patients v;ho
received the status of AYfOL due to failure to return to the hospital from a
pass, leave of absence (LOA), or a trial visit (TV) after the expiration date.
An interview guide was used to collect data through personal contacts
with each of the above patients. A schedule was used to collect data
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obtained from clinical, social service, and statistical records for pertinent
identifying information such as the length of AY/OL status and diagnosis.
Scope and Limitations
This study was confined to patients diagnosed schizophrenic who had
returned from AWOL status during the period from August 1, 1953? to
February 15, 1959j ^-t the Battle Creek Veterans Administration Hospital,
Battle Creek, Mchigan.
Patients having a different diagnosis and a study extending over a
longer period of time might possibly have yielded different results.
The study was further limited ty the additional criteria utilized
in case selection as previously stated under Method of Procedure. The
criteria stated delimit the scope of the study.
CHAPTER II
HOSPITAL SETTING
This study was done at the Veterans Administration Hospital, Battle
Creek, Michigan. The hospital was operated for the benefit of former
members of the armed forces, specializing in treating neuropsychiatric
disabilities. It was a 2,056 bed hospital located on a 731 acre tract,
seven miles from Battle Creek, Michigan.
The hospital was composed of an Acute Intensive Treatment Service and
a Continuous Treatment Service. The treatment program included complete
medical service to meet the psychiatric, s-urgical and dental needs of the
patients.
Only nfile service-connected veterans and non-service connected veterans
who were emergencies were admitted to this institution. The service-
connected veteran was one who became mentally ill in service or within two
years after discharge.
There were 1,2S1 full-time employees, comprising a complete team of
physicians, dentists, psychologists, social workers, nurses, and a full
range of auxiliary services, supplemented by a number of volimteer workers.
The total hospital program was under the direction of the Manager, who was
a Board psychiatrist. Next in line were the Assistant Ifenager, and the
Chief of Professional Services. The Assistant Manager acted as adminis¬
trator of the hospital while the Chief of Professional Services directed
the medical and psychiatric treatment.
There were five Board psychiatrists, twelve physicians engaged in
psychiatric work, an internist, and one surgeon.
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There were six full-time psychologists, and nine psychology trainees;
the latter being in training, working only two and a half days a week at the
hospital. The psychologists did psychological testing and interviewed
patients for history material. They also worked with patients in individual
psychotherapy, group therapy, and carried on authorized research projects.
The Social Service staff was comprised of ten full-time social workers
and six social work trainees. Two of the latter had full-time field work
training for six months, and the others, three days a week for eight months.
The function of Social Service was to facilitate medical treatment by
helping the individual patient to deal with personal and social problems
which nay have been preventing his iraximum recovery. This was accomplished
both by working directly with the patient and/or with his family, and also
by furnishing the physician with a psycho-social evaluation of the history
material, which nay have been of significance in diagnosis and in planning
treatment.
The clinical social worker played a large role in discharge planning.
When a decision is reached that the patient has progressed suf¬
ficiently to permit his living outside the hospital, definite plans
are put into action by the social worker, which will allow the
patient to be placed on trial visit or to be discharged. The
patient's feelings concerning his anxiety about leaving the hos¬
pital are handled and various environmental problems such as secur¬
ing a job, housing, additional vocational training, etc., are
worked out.^
Each service consisted of a compliment of privileged and closed wards. On
all wards the same treatment program was available; however, one distinction
was that on a closed ward only a selected group of patients had full or
^Katharin den Bleyker, "Orientation and Resource Handbook" (Battle
Creek, Michigan, Veterans Administration Hospital, 195l)> P* 12. (Mimeo¬
graphed) .
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partial groxmd privileges, where on a privileged ward all patients had
full ground privileges.
Other nBjor phases of treatment on each service were passes and leaves
which were granted as therapeutic measures to stimulate extramural adjust¬
ment or to permit patients to transact personal business. They were granted
to the extent consistent with the patient's treatment program and with the
pass and leave policy of the hospital,
(a) Pass - an authorized absence for up to 72 ho\u’s, subject to one
extension for good cause shown of up to 72 additional hours.
(b) Leave of Absence - authorized absence exceeding 72 hours and not
in excess of 15 days, subject to one extension of not more than
15 additional days.
(c) Trial Visit - an authorized absence for up to 90 days.
CmPTER III
FACTORS PERTAINING TO WHT PATIENTS ^«ENT AWOL AND RETURNED VOLUNTARILY
TO THE BATTLE GREEK VETERANS ADMNISTRATION HOSPITAL
The data collected regarding the study group was categorized and
tabulated to determine if the factors found had any bearing on why the
patients went AWOL and returned voluntarily to the hospital. The writer
felt it was important to present the factors of little significance as
well as those that were significant. The categories dealt with were
legally committed patients, marital status, age, type of wards from which
the patients went AWOL, fears, likes, dislikes regarding the hospital,
first admissions, readmissions, transfers, degree of pathology, alcoholic
involvement or drug addiction, length of hospitalization prior to AWOL,
number and types of leave of absence from the hospital prior to AY/OL, number
of previous AWOL's, relationships with family, friends, hospital staff mem¬
bers, verbal responses regarding treatment plans, reasons for going AWOL,
reasons for retm*ning, occupations, unenployment, service connected dis¬
ability compensations, financial situation, and community adjustment.
One would assTime that a high percentage of AWOL's would fall in the
legally committed category which refers to those patients that are legally
bound to renfiin in the hospital and cannot leave voliintarily against medi¬
cal advice. In mary instances they are permitted to leave the hospital if
requests are made ty the wife or nearest relative; however, permission is
granted with the understanding that the person requesting the leave will
assume responsibility for the patient while he is out of the hospital. On
the other hand, requests are often made by the wife or nearest relative
that the patient not be permitted to leave the hospital. It was significant
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to find that eight patients in the study group were committed which was
a rather high percentage to be found in this stuc^y of twenty patients. The
percentage of committed patients in this hospital is snell compared to the
much greater percentage of non-committed patients faced the possibility of
jail sentences if they left the hospital against medical advice (AMft.); there¬
fore, they were, in a sense, actually forced to remain in the hospital.
William B. Tollen's study which was similar to this one revealed that
the largest segment of the irregular discharged patients were separated or
divorced.^ Iferital status in this study was not significant. It was found
that fifty per cent of the group were singlej twenty-five per cent were
divorced^ twenty per cent were separated; and five per cent were married.
Wilmer found that the presence or absence of children did not statisti-
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cally differentiate the study group. Comparable data on this subject was
found by this writer. Eight of the ten patients who had been married had
children. There were no children listed for any of the single patients.
Nothing was found in the records to indicate that children might have been
a factor in the patient's going AYlfOL nor did any of the patients give chil¬
dren as a reason for leaving or returning.
It was found that the age factor was significant and the data collected
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were similar to Woodruff's findings. He found that the patients in his
^William B. Tollen, "Irregular Discharge: The Problem of Hospitali¬
zation of the Tuberculous," Veterans Administration Pamphlet 10-27, October,
191;^, p. U6.
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Harry A. Wilmer, "The Tuberculosis Patient i,1ho Leaves AMI From the
San Francisco City and County Hospital," Diseases of the Chest, Vol. XXVII
(June, 1955)^ PP» 597-623.
3
Arthur Noriran Woodrtiff, "An Exploratory Stuc^ of Twenty-Seven Patients
Wno Requested Discharge Against Medical Advice and the Effect of Social
Service Intervention Upon the Request" (Unpublished Ifeister's thesis. School
of Social Work, Michigan State University, 195^)•
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study that requested AMft. discharges vjere mainly in their thirties. This
T/riter found that thirteen of the twenty patients were also in their thir¬








30 - 3h g
35 - 39 5
1;0 - I;!; 1
h5 1
Total 20
Table 1 illustrates the number of patients in the various age groups
and indicates twenty-five per cent were in their twenties; sixty-five per
cent were in their thirties; and ten per cent were in their forties.
No significant trends were found regarding the types of wards from
which the patients went MIQL, Fifty per cent of the patients were on closed
wards under close supervision and were not permitted to leave the wards
alone at any time. Fifteen per cent of the patients were on v;ards with par¬
tial privileges neaning they were permitted to leave the wards alone for a
few hours each day. Thirty-five per cent of the patients were on open wards
with full privileges meaning they could leave the wards whenever they pleased
during the day with one stipulation that they confine themselves to the hos¬
pital surroundings. In connection with the wards, fifty per cent of the grcup
participated rather fully in planned activities and stated they found the
activities both helpful and enjoyable. Twenty-five per cent stated they par¬
ticipated only because there v;as nothing else to do and used activities as a
means of passing the time but did not find them too interesting or helpful.
The renaining twenty-five per cent did not participate in anything and only
went to certain activities because they were taken there in a group and had
no other choice. Ward adjustments v/ere based on the patient’s ability to
get along with other patients, participation in ward activities, and
cooperation with ward personnel. The general adjustments to wards were
good in thirty per cent of the cases; fair in fifty-five per cent of the
cases; and poor in the renaining fifteen per cent. The reader may note
the absence of any significant trends in the types of wards from which the
patients went AWOL; participation in planned activities; and general v;ard
adjustments in view of the fairly evenly distribution of findings regard¬
ing this category.
It was significant to note that an emotional response, primarily hos¬
tility, was evoked in most of the patients, when asked if they had any par¬
ticular fears regarding the hospital. This was indicated in the manner in
vihich they answered the question as well as facial expressions. Sixty-five
per cent of the patients hostilely asserted they had no fears regarding the
hospital or anything; fifteen per cent expressed fears of becoming institu¬
tionalized to the extent of possibly being unable to make a favorable adjust¬
ment outside of the hospital; ten per cent feared electro-shock treatments;
five per cent feared the possibility of never being released from the hos¬
pital; and five per cent feared the possibility of becoming habitually depen¬
dent upon medication. All twenty patients in the study group were schizo¬
phrenics and fear is a recognized factor in this type of mental illness. The
hostility evoked suggested to the writer the possibility of having touched
upon a sensitive area of stress which might have accounted for the hostility
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and denial by sixty-five per cent of the patients.
When asked if there was anything they particularly liked about the
hospital, sixty per cent stated they had no particular likes regarding the
hospitalj twenty per cent stated activities; ten per cent stated the attention
they received from hospital personnel; five per cent stated security; and
the remaining five per cent stated everything regarding the hospital. It
was interesting to note that all of the patients who stated they had no par¬
ticular likes regarding the hospital also expressed similar thoughts pertain¬
ing to the idea that no normal individual could possibly like anything con¬
nected to confinement in a mental institution. One would assume that this
idea would condition the responses of those patients in their efforts to
appear nornsl.
It was significant to note that ninety per cent of the patients had been
previoixsly hospitalized and had either left the hospital klSi. or AWOL. This
data harmonizes with Wilmer’s study v/hich revealed that self-discharged
patients shov/ed a history of similar prior behavior and were multiple
offenders.^ The writer found that this was the first hospitalization in a
mental institution for ten per cent of the patients; the second for eighty
per cent; the third for five per cent; and the fourth for five per cent.
Out of the ninety per cent of patients who had been hospitalized more than
once, fifty-five per cent were transfers from other mental institutions to
this one, and the renaining thirty-five per cent were readmissions to this
institution. This sttidy indicated that the highest percentage of patients
who went AWOL was in the group which had been hospitalized more than once.
^Op. cit., pp. 597-623.
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It was found in this study that the degree of pathology was significant
in regard to the patient’s reasons for going AWOL. All twenty of the
patients were schizophrenics. Jferked pathology was foimd in twelve cases
and moderate pathology existed in the remaining eight cases, according to
the clinical records of the patients. This data is similar to Woodruff's
study which indicated that the majority of patients in his study had been
diagnosed schizophrenic; appeared to be in poor reality contact, and their
reasons for leaving as well as their future plans seemed highly unrealistic.^
The data in this study were also similar to Wilmer's findings regard¬
ing alcoholic involvement. He found that in patients who went AWOL, alco¬
holic involvement was significantly greater than in those patients who left
2
the hospital against medical advice. The writer found that fifty-five per
cent of the study group were alcoholics, one of whom also had the problem
of drug addiction. This was quite significant in that it was a rather high
percentage of alcoholics to be found in a study of this nature. One might
assume that alcoholism coupled with schizophrenia would bring about a high
degree of pathology. The writer found it interesting to note that narked
pathology was found in four of the eleven alcoholics and in eight of the nine
non-alcoholics. Moderate pathology was fomd in seven of the eleven alco¬
holics and in one of the nine non-alcoholics.
Prior to going AWOL fifteen per cent of the patients had never been out
of the hospital on a pass, leave of absence, or a trial visit. Forty per
cent of the patients had been out once either on a pass or a leave of absence.
^Op. cit.
^Op. cit., pp. 620-623.
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Twenty per cent were out twice; ten per cent were out three times; and
fifteen per cent were out of the hospital four or more times. The sig¬
nificant factor indicated here was the few visits away from the hospital
that the majority of the patients experienced which probably had some bear¬
ing on their going AWOL.
This was the first AWOL for fifty-five per cent of the patients; the
second for thirty per cent; the third for five per cent; and the fourth
for ten per cent of the patients. Fifty-five per cent of the patients
stated they had not given any thought to going AWOL until an opportunity
was presented and then they left on impulse. The remaining forty-five
per cent in the study group stated they had planned to go AWOL and had
waited for an opportunity.
Table 2 illustrates the length of time each patient had been hos¬
pitalized before he went AWOL. The range was from two weeks after admis¬
sion to the hospital to four years.
TABLE 2
LENGTH OF HOSPITALIZATION BEFORE MiOL
. Number
Hospitalization of Patients
Less than 3 months 7
3 months less than 6 months g
6 months less than 1 year 2
1 to 2 years 1
2 to 1+ years 2
Total 20
It was significant to note that thirty-five per cent of the patients
had gone AWOL within three months of hospitalization and eighty per cent
had gone AWOL within the first six months. The time element in this study
IS
differed from that of Wilmer's in that he found that two thirds of all the
AWOL’s were gone within the first three months of hospitalization.^
Table 3 illustrates the type of relationship each patient had with his
family. A good relationship for the pixrpose of this study will be considered
those relationships in which there was mutual acceptance on the part of the
patient and relatives, respect for personality of each, mutual interests and
ability to share and discuss problems in an atmosphere of acceptance, and
the absence of any hostility on the part of each. A fair relationship indi¬
cates there was considerable ambivalence regarding the criteria already
stated regarding good relationships but which did not ansjunt to total rejec¬
tion. A poor relationship indicates there was considerable hostility, and
absence of mutual understanding or common interests to the extent it created
a situation in which the relationship had a negative affect on the patient.
TABLE 3
STUDY GROUP'S RELATIONSHIP WITH FAltELY
Quality
of Relationship Wife Children Parents Siblings
Other
Relatives
Good 1 1 5 1 1
Fair 0 1 3 h 0
Poor 9 5 7 11 5
Unknown 0 1 5 0 k
Does not apply 10 12 0 h 10
Total Patients 20 20 20 20 20
The most significant factor is that the majority of the patients had
poor relationships throughout their family groups. The most prominent prob¬
lem found in all twenty cases to varying degrees and to a marked degree in
^Ibid., pp. 620-623.
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the large majority of cases v?as that of poor interpersonal relationships.
The cases selected are primarily representative of the problem of interper¬
sonal relationships. Case A is an example of this problem.
Case A
Mr. A., a thirty year old veteran, had a diagnosis of schizo¬
phrenic reaction, unclassified, chronic, severe. The degree of
pathology was marked and the area of stress was unknown. The
patient felt everyone hated him and he hated everyone. His serv¬
ice connected compensation was 100 per cent. Alcoholic involve¬
ment or drug addiction was denied by the patient and no evidence
of either was found in the patient's record. Mr. A. was a trans¬
fer from another hospital.
Both parents were living, however, the patient's relationship
with them was poor and the parents did not write or visit him.
His relationship with his two sisters and seven brothers was also
poor and he was not in contact with any of them. Mr. k. was
separated from his wife and child and did not know where they
were or anything about their present situation.
Mr. A. had asked a nurse for a pill to kill himself just prior
to this interview giving as his reason that no one cared if he
lived or died; there had never been anything in life for him; and
he had grown up like a "dog." As long as he could remember, his
family had always been hungry, ragged and poor. Prior to his hos¬
pitalization, he had worked and given them a little money but was
Tinable to do so any longer and felt this was the reason one of his
sisters had started living with a nan. Mir. A. considered his
family a burden and did not know how they were living.
The patient never had a friend and did not like his community
since he had not been accepted there. He did not bother with
people on his job as a factory worker and felt that no one liked
him because he talked to himself and usually stood around in a daze.
He did not bother with other patients in the hospital and had
only been in frequent contact with his psychiatrist and social
worker; however, he did not think either of them xxnderstood him or
had enough time to bother with him. He longed for someone who
could understand him and wished to leave the hospital to secure a
job. His greatest fear was he would not be released from the hos¬
pital until it was too late to do anything with his life.
The patient was on a partial privileges ward which he hated
and wished to be on an open ward with full privileges. Prior to
going AViTOL, the patient had never been out of the hospital on any
type of leave; however, he had no one nor any place to go. He
had been hospitalized four months before he went AWOL. His reason
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for leaving was he felt he had been a nuisance to his social
worker and psychiatrist and he did not feel he was worth their
trouble. This was his first AWOL and he remained out of the
hospital fifteen days. The patient was advised to return by a
veteran's counselor and did so for fear of not being readmitted
to the hospital in the event his condition should get worse in
the fut\ire. The patient was not committed.
The reader ney note that the pattern of poor relationships in this
case began early in the patient's life with his family and extended to his
community, his job, his wife, and then to the hospital setting. His only
ties were those in the hospital \vhich were unsatisfactory, but probably
all he had to cling to which may have accounted for his Al/TOL and return to
the hospital since there was nothing else nor anyone to whom he could turn.
The case of ISr. B. is another example of poor family relationships.
Case B
Mr. B., a twenty-seven year old veteran, had a diagnosis of
schizophrenic reaction, hebephrenic type, chronic, severe. The
degree of pathology was narked through a lifelong pattern. The
area of stress was arny life. His service connected compensation
was 100 per cent and there was no alcoholic involvement or drug
addiction. The patient was a transfer from an army hospital and
was committed.
The patient had poor relationships with his parents and seven
siblings. His mother had spent time in a mental institution.
Mr. B. was rejected by his entire family and felt their only
interest in him was his disability compensation. He felt his family
could have taken him out of the hospital, but they were notv;illing
to assume responsibility for him. The family was quite poor and
the patient remembered having very little to eat as a youngster
and worked on a share-cropper's farm for practically nothing. The
mother took the patient's earnings to send his brothers to college
and he hated the whole family for this and the fact that his
brothers were narried, preoccupied with their own families, and
had indicated no interest in his welfare. His only interest in
life was to be discharged from the hospital in order to marry and
raise a family of his own. All of his adult years had been spent
in the arny and in the hospital.
The patient did not have any friends because he had been away
from everyone he knew for a long time, but had gotten along with
the people of his community and wanted to go back to see what the
community would be like and react to him.
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Mr. B. hated the hospital and all of the patients -with whom
he was constantly fighting. He was either indifferent towards or
disliked most of the hospital staff with the exception of a few
nurses and aides with whom he got along fairly well. He wished
for a transfer to another ward because many of the patients on
his ward tried to act like feneles and "did all sorts of disgust¬
ing things like kissing each other and other things." His great¬
est fear was getting more electro-shock treatments.
He went AWOL because he was lonely for his family and they
would not visit him. Mr. B. had been hospitalized three years
and ten months prior to going AWOL and had been out of the hos¬
pital on two fifteen day leaves of absence. He returned to the
hospital only because his family insisted he come back.
This patient appeared to be quite ambivalent towards his family. He
was aware of their rejection and selfish interests in his money and insisted
he hated them for this; however, it was clear that he wanted to be v/ith them
on any terms regardless of their treatment of him. Here again it was sig¬
nificant to note that he did not have a single good relationship vdth any¬
one and only a few fair relationships with the hospital staff.
Table h illustrates the type of relationship the study group had with
staff members in the hospital. A good relationship for the purpose of the
study will be considered those relationships in which the patient felt he
was accepted, was able to relate well, there was mutual respect, and a feel¬
ing that the staff members were interested in him and his problem, also
there was an absence of any hostility on the part of each. A fair relation¬
ship indicates there was considerable ambivalence regarding the criteria
already stated regarding good relationships but which did not amount to
total rejection. A poor relationship indicates there was considerable
hostility, and absence of acceptance, understanding, and respect to the
extent it created a situation in which the relationship had a negative
affect on the patient. No contact indicates a relationship was not
established due to the fact that the patient either had not been in contact
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■with the staff members on a treatment basis or the contacts had been too
limited for the es-fablishment of a relationship.
TABLE k









Good 2 u 3 0 7 5
Fair 6 5 2 5 10 10
Poor h 2 6 h 3 5
No Contact g 9 9 11 0 0
Total Patients 20 20 20 20 20 20
It was significant to note that the nfijority of the study group had
either good or fair relationships with the ntirses and aides. Those were the
only two groups with whom all of the patients were in fairly constant con¬
tact. It was also significant to note the number of patients in the group
who had not formed any type of relationship with the first four groups of
staff members in the table due to either total lack of contact or limi'bed
contact. This is probably explained by the tremendous shortage of staff
members at the hospital in comparison to the large number of patients.
The case of Mr. C. reflects the patient's frustration and hostility
towards the hospital setting and staff members due to his inability to
establish any meaningful relationships in the hospi-tal. In spite of his
feelings, he recognizes the fact that he needs help and although he did not
feel that anything had been done for him in the hospital, he returned since
he had no other place nor anyone who cared to help him.
Case C
Mr. C., a thirty-two year old veteran, had a diagnosis of
schizophrenic reaction, paranoid type, chronic, moderate with
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alcoholism. The degree of pathology was moderate and the area
of stress was due to alcoholism. The patient was depressed and
felt his life situation was hopeless. His service connected com¬
pensation was 50 per cent. Mr. C. was a readmission and was not
committed.
Both parents were dead and there were no other siblings. The
patient was separated from his wife and four children. He stated
that he simply walked out one day about four years ago and left
them without telling anyone of his intentions not to return. He
felt that his family would be better off without him because he
was a burden to his wife and had never done anything for his family.
He and his wife fought constantly after which he usually left the
house for one or two weeks.
The patient stated he had never had any friends, but knew a
lot of people with whom he drank. He hated his community and
would not want to live there again. He felt that he was influ¬
enced by the people he drank with and was constantly getting into
arguments and fights when he drank and could never remember doing
those things while under the influence of alcohol. He worked at
numerous jobs for brief periods, primarily as an entertainer.
The patient was indifferent toward the people he worked with and
had some difficulty with employers.
The patient had not been in frequent contact with any staff
members in the hospital and expressed bitterness regarding their
indifference toward him by adding that the writer was the only
person who had bothered to ask why he had gone AWOL. He disliked
the other patients and stated they were always swearing and fight¬
ing which was the very thing he tried to get away from on the out¬
side. Hie was on a closed ward vjhich he hated and had no privileges
or anything to do with himself. He felt his doctor was punishing
him for going AWOL by keeping him on a closed ward. The patient
had been out on one pass prior to going AWOL. This ^vas the second
time Mr. C. had gone AWOL. He stayed out of the hospital fourteen
days the first time and thirteen days the second time, and was not
employed either time. He had been hospitalized four months before
leaving the hospital.
He came to the hospital voluntarily because of bad dreams, con¬
stant fighting, and a desire to jump out of a window and kill himself.
His reason for going AY/OL was that he had asked for a Christmas
leave of absence and his doctor refused him; therefore, he had planned
to leave and did leave when the opport\inity was presented. Mr. C.
stated that he would not go AWOL if he could receive an occasional
pass.
The patient stated he had returned to the hospital because he
knew something T;as wrong with him and even though he had hated to
come back, he kne’s this was the place for him since he would not
remain on his job. The patient was very irritable and was easily
angered by people. He was also afraid he would soon hurt someone.
Ninety per cent of the patients made poor adjustments in their communi¬
ties meaning they were totally unable to get along v;ith the people and were
unable to hold their jobs. The remaining ten per cent made marginal adjust¬
ments indicated by their ambivalence but lack of total rejection of their
communities. The reasons given for the types of adjustments made were hatred
for the community^ excessive drinking and resultant hostile aggressive beha¬
vior; feelings of not being accepted; difficulty with the police; wandering
from one place to the next; and difficulty in holding a job due to resent¬
ment of authority. Here again it is significant to note the difficulty
experienced by the entire group in interpersonal relationships.
Not one of the twenty patients had a good relationship with anyone out¬
side of their family and the hospital.
The financial situation appears to be one of the major reasons the
najority of the patients returned to the hospital. Nineteen of the group
were unemployed while AWOL and the one that worked as a door to door self-
en5)loyed salesman stated he was unable to make enough money to maintain him¬
self. Eighty per cent of the patients were completely dependent upon service
connected disability compensations as their only source of income. The
remaining twenty per cent had no source of income whatsoever in view of the
fact that their disabilities were not considered service connected by the
Veterans Administration.
The reasons the study group gave for going AWOL were: dissatisfaction
with treatment plan and limited number of leaves from the hospital; loneli¬
ness for family; inability to adjust to hospital routine; inability to adjust
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to other patients; to secure jobs; feelings of unworthiness for treatment
rendered in the hospital; rejection by girl friend; and concern over family.
The only significant reason given for going AWOL in that forty-five per cent
of the patients expressed it was dissatisfaction with treatment plan and
limited number of leaves from the hospital. Only five, ten, or fifteen per
cent of the renBining patients gave one of the other reasons for going AWOL.
The case of Mr. D. is representative of the difficulties of other
patients in the group regarding alcoholic involvement; poor relationships
with families; and poor community adjustments.
Although the patient in this case expressed negative feelings regarding
hospital staff members he had some understanding of why he had not received
naximum treatment and did not take this as meaning rejection of him.
Case D
Mr. D., a thirty-three year old veteran, had a diagnosis of
schizophrenic reaction, unclassified, chronic, mild with alcoholism.
The degree of pathology was narlced and the area of stress was unknown.
The patient had numerous periods of extreme disturbance and had
returned to the hospital in that condition after each discharge.
His service connected compensation was 75 per cent. He was a read¬
mission and was not committed.
The patient's parents were unknown to him and there were no
other siblings or other relatives that he knew. His wife vias
extremely promiscuous and was about to have a child that Ifr. D.
did not believe was his. The wife was neurotic and kept the
patient upset with arguments and fights after which she v;ould
disappear for two or three days. His relationship with his two
children was also poor due to the fact they were influenced by
their mother.
The patient had never had a close friend but knew a number of
people v/ith whom he drank at various taverns. He did not like his
community and felt that he and his family were not accepted. At
one time, he was a bricklayer, but was engaged in odd jobs prior
to his admission to the hospital. Due to his drinking and inability
to remain on a job very long, he was constantly discharged because
of intoxication. The patient did not particularly like or dislike
his fellow enployees or employers but felt that he could get along
very well with people if they gave him a chance.
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Mr. D. expressed negative feelings regarding his treatment plan
by stating he was helped when he first caime to the hospital, but at
this point he did not feel that he was being helped at all. His
feelings regarding the hospital staff as a whole were negative with
the exceptions of his doctor and the nxirses with whom he had fairly
frequent contacts. He felt that the lack of attention was probably
due to an insufficient staffs therefore, the existing staff did not
have enough time for individml patients.
Mr. D. was hospitalized five months before he vi?ent AffOL. He
hated the confinement of being on a closed and crowded vjard v/hich
lacked privileges. Prior to going AWOL, he was out of the hospital
on three fifteen day leaves of absence and on four passes.
This was his third readmission to the hospital. The first time,
he was admitted because of amnesia. The second time was due to
disturbance and frustration regarding his job situation. His
present hospitalization resulted from an attempt to commit suicide
while he was in an extremely disturbed condition.
The patient’s reason for going AWOL was loneliness for his
family. He did not plan to leave, but impulsively left when the
opportunity was presented.
His reason for retrirning to the hospital was concern over his
illness and fear of not being readmitted in the fut\are if he
remained out of the hospital.
The case of Itr. E. is an illustration of a patient who was extremely
hostile tov/ard his family, community, and the hospital as a whole due to
poor relationships, and feelings of being persecuted and totally rejected
by everyone with whom he came into contact. The patient hated and struck
out literally in every direction primarily because he felt that he was
hated by others.
Case E
Ifr. E., a twenty-three year old veteran, had a diagnosis of
schizophrenic reaction, unclassified, chronic, moderate. The degree
of pathology was moderate and the area of stress was unknown. The
patient was extremely hostile towards everyone. His service con¬
nected compensation was 100 per cent and he was an alcoholic. Mr. E.
vjas transferred to the hospital from another mental hospital and was
committed.
His father was dead and his mother had told him never to come to
her house. He had four brothers and one sister and his relationship
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with all of them was equally as poor as v/ith his mother. His sister
spent four years in a mental institution. He did not get along with
any of his relatives. Mr. E. was single and did not have a girl
friend.
Mr. E. had no friends and only a superficial relationship existed
with the people he knew. He expressed much hostility regarding his
community, and felt tliat the neighbors did not like him because his
mother was constantly complaining about his behavior and running him
down to anyone who would listen. His work history as a truck driver
and odd jobs was very poor. He did not bother with fellow employees
or employers because they did not bother him. 7ifhen asked about his
•unemployment, he s-bated that there was no use in working because the
police would have picked him up and returned him to the hospi-fcal
because he was committed.
He was extremely negative about being in the hospital, his treat¬
ment, and hospital staff members. Ife felt as though he was in prison
and stated that there was a time limit in prison but he might be hos¬
pitalized forever. The patient stated that he did not have a treat¬
ment plan and wondered why he should remain in the hospital. He
stated that no one bothered with him and he saw little need for them
to since nothing was wrong that covlLg be treated at the hospi-fcal.
He did not like anything about the hospital.
ttr. E. stated that he particularly disliked being locked up with
disturbed patients because he did not think he belonged with them
because they got on his "nerves." The patient was hospitalized for
one month before going A¥OL and was not given a leave or passj there¬
fore, when he was ready to leave the hospital, he went AWOL. This
was his second time on AWOL status.
Mr. E. also stated that he came to the hospi-fcal on a criminal
offense and it was his mother's idea that he come to the hospital
rather than be sent to prison to "beat the rap" for burglary. He
was arrested on numerous occasions.
He went AWOL because he was "fed up" with the hospital and
wanted to go home, but knew he would not be given a pass.
He returned because his mother would not let him stay at home.
She wanted him to return to the hospi-fcal because she was afraid
the police would come and return him to the hospi-fcal which would
. mean more trouble for her.
The case of Mr. F. is another example of an extreme pattern of poor
interpersonal relationsiriips which began with his parents; extended to a
wife who divorced him because he vms an alcoholic; was responsible for his
poor community adjiistment; and lack of any type of meaningful relationship
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■within the hospital which could help him. The patient expressed hostility
toward the hospital as a whole but he could not leave since this would mean
breaking his parole and imprisonment and further he had no one who would
assume responsibility for him.
Case F
Mr. F., a thirty-seven year old veteran, had a diagnosis of
schizophrenic reaction, •unclassified, chronic, moderate with alco¬
holism. The degree of pathology was moderate and the stress was
due to alcohol. The patient had marked anxiety features, uncon¬
trolled impulses, and paranoid ideation. He was a readmission and
was not committed. His service connected compensation was 100 per
cent.
Both of the parents of the patient were alcoholic. His mother
died and his father remarried. Mr. F. hated his father and step¬
mother. He had no siblings and did not know his other relatives.
His wife divorced him because of his excessive drinking, and their
child was living with her mother. The patient attempted to quit
drinking by joining Alcoholics Anor^ous, but this did not help.
He did not like his community because he was al-^ays in diffi¬
culty with the police and was on parole until he was released from
the hospital, with the approval of the staff. The patient had no
friends and felt that much of his trouble in his community resulted
from mixing with the -wrong type of people. Mr. F. got along ■vrith
people only when he was not drinking. He worked as a truck driver,
but was discharged from one job after another because of excessive
drinking. The patient stated he was told on his last job he co-uld
return when he stopped drinking. His wife did not like his friends
because all they did was drink, gamble and stay out late.
The patient was hospitalized six months before going AWL and
this was the third time he had gone AWOL. Prior -50 going AWOL, he
went on a 90 day trial -visit and two I5 day leaves of absence. He
stated if he could leave the hospital more often, he would not go
AWOL. He was not receiving any type of treatment and was extremely
resentful about being kept in the hospital. He was on a closed
ward which he hated and referred to as a "pig pin.” He disliked
the other patients, because he felt he should not be -with disturbed
patients. He stated that no one on the staff -talked v/ith him or
even bothered to help him work out his problems with alcohol even
when he nade a special request to see them. The patient felt that
he was being p\mished by being kept on a closed ward because he
went AWOL. He did not want to sign himself out of the hospital
against medical advice but could not stand it much longer. However,
if something was not done to help him soon, he would leave regard¬
less of the consequences.
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The patient stated that his present hospitalization was pre¬
cipitated by the fact that he was planning to get married and was
laid off his job which prevented the marriage from taking place;
therefore, he started drinking again, became ill and returned to
the hospital.
His reason for going AWOL was that he wanted to go home and
the doctors kept him in the hospital without medication or any¬
thing to help him; therefore, he became disgusted and left the
hospital.
His reason for returning to the hospital was because this was
the only way his parole would be lifted and he would receive any
money. He felt he could not afford to have this happen since he
had no other source of income.
The case of Mr, G, is another example of total poor interpersonal
relationships and of how this factor has affected the patient’s life. The
case illustrates an individual who was attempted to live his life entirely
alone and to avoid ar^ contact whatsoever with other people. It appeared
that his problem in relationships had existed throughout his life and his
major defense was avoidance, and he expressed dislike for all people. It
was found that he clung to the hospital in spite of his expressed hostile
desire to leave.
Case G
Mr, G., a thirty-one year old veteran, had a diagnosis of
schizophrenic reaction, paranoid type, chronic, severe. The degree
of pathology was narked and the area of stress was unknown. The
patient feared killing someone. His service connected compensation
was 100 per cent and he vas an alcoholic. He was a readmission and
was not committed.
Both of his parents were dead and he had five siblings, one of
whom he had contact but no close relationship, Ife was distant
toward his other relatives and had no contact with them. The
patient was single and was not involved in any relationship with
a female.
Mr, Gi had no friends and stated he never had nor felt a need
for friends because he did not trust anyone. He was indifferent
regarding his community and stated he had no interest in returning.
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He did not really like anyone in the hospital or the hospital
setting and stated that his only interest in life was to be dis¬
charged from the hospital and go to work to buy his own home. The
other patients got on his nerves and he did not understand v;hy he
was kept in the hospital without any type of treatment. The
patient also indicated that although he did not like the hospital
or the people, he did not hate anything or anyone, but did not
want to be bothered with anyone.
The patient was unable to relate very well and stated he did
not know how he happened to have been hospitalized. He was hos¬
pitalized two years prior to going AWOL; hov/ever, during that
period, he had attempted to go kVIOL four times and was caught
before he succeeded. Prior to going AT/OL, the patient went on
a 90 day trial visit and three fifteen day leaves of absence.
The patient stated that he probably would have requested a pass
and probably would have gotten one, but felt disgusted and did not
bother to request a pass and went AWOL. He felt that he was well
enough to be released and should have been working and making
money rather than confined.
His reason for returning to the hospital was that he knew he
would not be able to get a legitimate discharge from the hospital
if he remained AWOLj therefore, he returned for this purpose. He
did not want to run the risk of future difficulty about not being
discharged once he was employed.
The cases were presented primarily from the patients’ view and the writer
would like to point out the possibility of considerable distortion of facts
as a result of the patients' mental illness. The writer would also like to
point out the study group's feelings vrere probably quite real to them and
there was also the possibility that many of the factors they discussed
were not totally distorted.
1 2
It was significant to note that both Boyer and Welte found that poor
Robert A. Boyer, "A Follow-Up Study of Patients Discharged klTk and
AWOL from the Psychiatric Unit of the EfiLnneapolis Veterans Administration
Hospital from July 1, 19h'&} to June 30, 19i).9" (Unpublished l&ster's thesis.
School of Social Y/ork, University of Ifinnesota, 1950)
2
Lferlene L. Welte, "Factors Determining the Patient’s Desire to Leave
the Neuropsychiatric Hospital" (Unpublished Sfester's thesis. School of
Social V/ork, Smith College, 1953)*
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interpersonal relationships were major factors in their studies regarding
patients who went AWOL from neuropsychiatric hospitals.
The reasons the study group gave for returning voluntarily to the hos¬
pital from AWOL were! lack of moneyj fear of not being readmitted in the
future should the need arise; fear of hurting someone while angry; to secure
a legitimate release; fear of being picked up by police; awareness of not
being well enough to remain out of the hospital; and fear of outside adjust¬
ment. No significant trends were found regarding any one of the reasons
because the percentages were fairly evenly distributed.
CH/IPTBR IV
SUMMARY
The data collected was categorized and tabulated to determine whether
or not the factors found had any significant bearing on why the patients in
the study went AWOL and returned voluntarily to the hospital.
It was significant to find that eight patients in the study ?/ere com¬
mitted and could not leave voluntarily and four of the non-committed patienbs
faced the possibility of jail sentences if they left the hospital against
nedical advice which, in a sense, actually forced them to remain.
William B. Tollen's study indicated that marital status was a signifi¬
cant factorj however, although that study was similar to this, the 'OTiter
did not find it significant in this study because fifty per cent of the
group were s ingle j and fifty per cent were either divorced, separated, or
married.
It was found that the presence of children had no significant bearing
in this study vjhich was comparable to the findings of Harry A. Wilmer.
The age factor was significant in that sixty-five per cent of the
patients were in their thirties. This coincides with Arthur Norman
Woodruff's study which also indicated the majority of AWOL patients were in
their thirties.
The writer did not find any outstanding trends regarding the types of
wards from which the patients went AWOL; participation in planned hospital
activities; or in general ward adjustments in view of the even distribution
of findings in this category.
It was significant to note that ninety per cent of the patients had
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been previously hospitalized and had either left the hospital AM. or AY/OL.
The data harmonized v/ith YYilmer’s study which revealed that self-discharged
patients showed a history of similar prior behavior and were multiple
offenders.
The degree of pathology was significant in that marked pathology was
found in sixty per cent of the study group. This data were sinalar to that
of Woodruff's which revealed that the majority of the AWOL patients in his
study appeared to be in poor reality contact.
The data in this study were also similar to VYilmer's findings regarding
alcoholic involvement. It was found that the percentage of alcoholics was
high in the AVfOL group.
Another important factor found was the limited number of visits away
from the hospital the majority of the patients had experienced prior to
going AWOL.
It was also found that this was the first AYYOL for fifty-five per cent
of the patients; the second for thirty per cent; the third for five per cent;
and the fourth for ten per cent.
■ It was significant to note that thirty-five percent of the patients had
gone AWOL v/ithin three months of hospitalization and eighty per cent had gone
within the first six months. The time element in this study differed from
that of Wilmer's in that he foxind two thirds of all AWOL patients vtere gone
within the first three months of hospitalization.
It was quite significant to note the majority of patients had poor
relationships with most members of their families; ninety per cent had made
poor adjustments in their communities; and not one member of the group had a
good relationship with anyone outside of their family and the hospital.
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The only significant reason given for going AV/OL in that forty-five
per cent of the patients expressed the same reason as being dissatisfaction
with treatment plans and the limited number of leaves from the hospital.
No significant trends were indicated among the reasons given for
returning in that the reasons given and the percentages of patients who
gave them were evenly distributed.
Tae seven cases presented illustrated the poor interpersonal rela¬
tionships which existed between the study group and their families, com¬
munities, employers and fellow employees, other patients, hospital staff,
and other people with ’whom they had come into contact.
Conclusion
In the writer's opinion the only really significant finding which was
indicated throughout the entire study in varying degrees was the problem
of poor interpersonal relationships in the majority of areas in which the
study group had been in contact with people. This problem appears to be
the most significant factor why patients in this study went AVTOL and later





INTERVIEVT GUIDEI.HOT DID YOU HAPPEN TO COME TO THE HOSPITAL?II.DID YOUR DECISION TO LEAVE THE HOSPITAL RESULT FROM CONCERNS OVER A
PERIOD CF TIME, FROM SOIETHING THAT HAPPENED RECENTLY THAT UPSET YOU
A GOOD DEAL, OR FROM A SUDDSNT DECISION?III.WHAT ARE THE SITUATIONS OUTSIDE OF THE HOSPITAL THAT CONCERN YOU?
A. DO YOU HAVE A FAMILY?
1. IF SO, WHO DO THEY CONSIST OF?
2. imT IS YOUR FAMILY SITUATION AT PRESENT?
3. HAVE THERE BEEN SPECIFIC DEVELOPmTS IN YOUR FAMILY CAUSING
YOU CONCERN? IF SO, ITHAT ARE THEY?
U. (IF PATIENT STATES IN THE AFFIRMATIVE TO "3" THEIT ASK) DID
THESE CONCERfB ABOUT YOUR FAMILY EXIST PRIOR TO YOUR HOS¬
PITALIZATION OR COME ABOUT SINCE YOU HAVE BEEN HERE?
PLEASE EXPLAIN.
(IF PATIENT REPLIES IN THE NEGATIVE TO "3" THEN ASK) HAVE
THERE BEEN THINGS ABOUT THE FAMILY SITUATION OR HOV^ THINGS
ARE GETTING ALONG AT HOME THAT ARE DIFFERENT SINCE YOU'VE
BEEN HERE COMPARED TO HOW THINGS IVERE BEFORE YOU GAlE TO
THE HOSPITAL?
B. WSE YOU EMPLOYED BEFORE COMING TO THE HOSPITAL?
1. IF SO, YfflERE '.VERB YOU EliPLOYED, AND ’-THAT DID YOUTi JOB INVOLVE?
2. 'WHAT WERE YOUR FELLCXY EMPLOYEES OR GO-WORKERS LIKE?
3. WHAT ms YOUR EMPLOYER OR SUPERVISOR LHffi?
U. ’WERE YOU EmOYED DURING YOUR ABSENCE FROM THE HOSPITAL?
C. 'kVHAT is your HOIiETOWN? ’WHAT IS IT LIKE?
1. WHAT ARE YOUR NEIGHBORS LIKE? ARE YOU FRIENDLY WITH THEM?
2. HOW ABOUT OTHER FRIENDS? WHAT TYPE OF INTERESTS DO YOU
SHARE TOCETHER?
3. (IF PATIENT IS SINGLE, ASK) YJHAT KINDS OF ACTIVITIES DO YOU
PARTICIPATE IN WITH A GROUP?
U. (IF PATIENT HAS A FAMILY, ASK) 7WIAT KINDS OF ACTIVITIES DO
YOU AITD YOUR FAMILY PARTICIPATE IN AS A GROUP?
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IV. FACTORS VOTHIN THE HOSPITAL SETTING
A. HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT BEING IN THE HOSPITAL?
B. l/iTHAT DO YOU THINK OF YOUR TREATMENT PLAN?
1. IS IT BENEFICIAL? IF SO, IN Y/HAT RESPECTS AND V/HAT ELSE DO
YOU THINK COULD OR SHOULD BE DONE?
2. IS IT UCKING? IF SO, IN ^T RESPECTS?
C. HAVE YOU HAD ANY OF IHE FOLLOWING TYPES OF TREATMENT? lYHAT DO




h. SOCIAL SERVICE PLANNING
5. ®OUP PSYCHOTHERAPY
6. CHEMOTHERAPY
D. HOW DO YOU REGARD THE HOSPITAL STAFF?
1. PSYCHIATRISTS





E. HAVE YOU PARTICIPATED IN HOSPITAL ACTIVITIES? IF SO, Y/HAT DO YOU
THINK OF THEM?
F. HOIV DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE WARD THAT YOU'RE ON? PREVIOUS WARD(S)?
G. DO YOU HAVE A PRIVILEGE CARD? FULL OR PARTIAL?
H. HAVE YOU BEEN OUT ON PASS? HOW OFTEN?1.HAVE YOU BEEN OUT ON TRIAL VISIT? HOW OFTEN?
2. LEAVE OF ABSENCE? HOW OFTEN?
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I. DO YOU HAVE ANY FEARS REGARDING Ilffi HOSPITAL?
J. YfflAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT THE HOSPITAL?
K. '.TOAT DO YOU DISLIKE ABOUT THE HOSPITAL?
V. OTHER FACTORS
A. IS THERE ANTTHING NOT COVERED 'ffllCH YOU THINK SHOULD BE INCLUDED
HERE?
B. IF INFORmTION NOT OBTAINED SPECIFICALLY AS YET, INQUIRE
1. IVHY DID YOU LEAVE THE HOSPITAL?





COiaffTTED? YES NO DECKEE OF PATHOLOGY
MARITAL STATUS: mRRIED SINGLE DIVORCED SEPARATED
TflPaM) NUMBER OF CHILDRENII.FACTORS EXTERNAL TO HOSPITAL SITUATION VmiCH fflGHT ACCOUNT FOR KiTIEI']T






F. OCCUPATIONAL STATUS PRIOR TO HOSPITALIZATION
G. OCCUPATIONAL STATUS VfflILE AWOL
H. COMilUNITY PRESSURE
I. FRIENDSIII.FACTORS WITHIN HOSPITAL SETTING WHICH I-HGHT ACCOUNT FOR PATIEiNT GOING
AWOL AND RETURNING:
A. SOURCE OF FUNDS: SERVICE CONNECTED COMPENSATION
NON-SERVICE CONNECTED PENSION , OTHER , NONE
B. ALCOHOLIC INVOLVEMENT OR DRUG ADDICTION
C. ADIIESSION STATUS: FIRST , READMISSION , TRANSFER
D. LENGTH OF Til® BETlffiEl'I ADUffSSION AND AWOL
E. TYPE OF WARD: OPEN , PARTIAL PRIVILEGES , CLOSED
F. YiiARD ADJUSTLENT: GOOD , FAIR , POOR
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G. VISITS FROM HOSPITAL:




H. NUMBER OF AVfOL'S
I. LENGTH OF TIltE AWOL EACH TIMEJ.OTHER FACTORS
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